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ABSTRACT: Certain reduced Wigner coefficients of the unitary group U(3)
are explicitly obtained and used to derive the general transfor"

mation bracket for two .•particle harmonic oscillator sutes in a

closed formo The result admits a generalization to more than

two particles.

1_ INTRODUCTION

5tates of two particles moving in a common harmonic oscillator po-
tential admit in a simple way a transformation ro relative and center-of-mass
coordinates. These transformations have found a great variety ofapplications
in nuclear and atomic physics. The definition and recursive calculadon of
the corresponding transformadon brackets was discussed by Moshinsky 1,

tabulations are due to Brody and Moshinsky2. Later on these brackets w(:re
identified with representation matrix elements of finite SU(2) rotatlons by
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Brody and Moshinsky.3 and by Kaufman and Noack4• Generalizations to arbi-
traey angles which arise foc example foc two particles oí different mass have
been diseussed by SmirnovS' 6 and Gal' .

In (his papee we derive a closed expression foc [he general transfor-
madon bracket which is believed co be new, conceptually simple and capable
oí generalizations to states involving more (han two particles. For [he group
theoey and notarioo we refee to an article by Moshinsky and the present authors.

2. STATES OF ONE ANO TWO PARTlCLES

The states of a single particle moving in an harmonic oscillator po.
tencial may be characterized by (he total number oí quanta N, [he orbital
angular momen[Um L with values L = N, N-2, ... and its projection M. The
number N replaees ,he usual quan,um number n = 1/2 (N-L). On inrroducing
,he opera,ors 8 (p. 346)

x[ x x ]TJ¡ = (2lí)- 2 (múJ) 2 "'¡- i(múJ)-' p¡ ,

we may define che normalized polynomials3

(1)

(2)

A - (_)1(NoL)
NL -

1
LN + L+ i~!!(N-L)!! ] (3)

wi,h ~LM being a solid spherieal harmonie. The polynomial eq. (2) when
applied to che ground state

múJ
2lí ~ ("'.)'J 'j = 1 1

(4)

generates a normalized state oí one partie le,

pN (TJ) I O> = < x IN LM >LM (5)
Printees note: As no boldface 1] was available, an 1] withour lower ¡ndex is a vector

whose components are 1] , 1] , Tj •
1 , ,
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The hamiltonian of two particles in a common harmonic oscillator po-
tenrial admits the unitary symmetry group U (6) acting on the six operators
7)i, s = 1,2, j = 1,2,3 (Reí. 8, p. 347). QlOosing lhe subg;:oups Um'" U(3) that
act separately on the operators belonging [Q the first and second particle or,
altetnatively, choosing the direct product U(3) x U(2) oí unitary groups that
act on the lower and upper indices of the operators respectively, one may de-
fine two different sets of two"particle states that transform irreducibly under
U (6) and the corresponding subgroups. The normalized polynomial which
corresponds [Q the first subgroup is clearly the product

N
P 1 (7)1)
L M
1 1

N
P , (7)').
L M, , (6)

The normalized polynomial for the second subgroup we denote by

p[\n,]l (1 ')
QLMN N 7),7)

1 ,

(7)

Ir is of degree N!S in the components oí 7]!S and characterized by the
partition [h h ] giving the irreducible representaríon oí both U(3) and U(2).

1 ,
The quantum numbers L and M denote the total orbital angular momentum and
its component, and me quantum number n was introduced by Bargmann and
Moshinsky9. The polynomials eq. (6) and (7) when applied 10 the product oí
the ground states íor both particles generate normalized states oí two parti ..
eles with total number oí quanta

N=N +N =h+h
1 2 1 2

(8)

The polynomials in eq. (6) may be coupled with respect 10 their angu.
lar momenta and related to the polynomials eq. (7) by means oí (he reduced
Wigner coefficients oí the group U(3) with subgroup (1)+(3) (ReC8, p. 390),
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N
p' (1)') < L M L M I LM >
LM "", ,

= ~
h h Q
1 ,

(

h h]
1 ,

QL
. (9)

We shall consider a special case oí chis polynomial idencity. Putting
1)1 = 1)' = 1), lhe polynomial on lhe righl-hand side depends on the single
vector r¡ and hence canDor carry a two"rowed partirion oí U(3). In chis case
the only contributions on the right-hand side have h = O,. h = N = N + N ,2' . 1 1 2
(he quantum number n is redundant, and [he remaining polynomial muse be pro'"
portional 10 a one-particle polynomial of the type eq. (2),

(10)

The coefficient B (N N N) must be independent of L and M. Equation
1 ,

(9) then becomes

(11)

We insert [he polynomial eq. (2) into (his equation and use an ex.
pression foc a coupled produce oí two solid spherical harmonics J2;iven by
~toshinsky 1 to obtain
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- 1= AN L AN L ANL H (L L L),
1122 12

(12)

H(L L L), 2 [

(2L, + 1)(2L2 + l)J
47T(2L + 1)

X
2 .'

<LOLOILO>
I 2

(13)

The Wigner coefficient of t/O) appearing in eq. (13) is given by
Edmonds (Ref. 10 p. 50) in terms of powers of factorial.. The coefficient
B(N N N) can be determined by noting that for L = N there is only one re-

I ~ '
duced Wignec coefficient which may be chosen as one because of normali.
zation,

[NI] [N2]) =0 O
L L LN LN
1 2 1122

(14)

Evaluating eq. (12) for this case gives

y,

B(N N N)= [-~J
¡ 2 N ,N !

l' 2

and foc the reduced Wigner coefficient we finally obtain

[N] [N])1 2

L¡ L2

_I

AN L AN L ANL H(L L L).
1122 12

(15)

(16)

The factors on the right-hand side of eq. (16) are determined by eqs.
O) and (13) as products of powers of factorials.
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3. GENERAL TRANSFORMATION BRACKETS FOR TWO PARTICLES

By means oí a 2 x 2 unit:ary matrix

(17)

one may introduce the linear transformation

(18)

The coefficients in che reladon between (he coupled polynomials eq.
(6) in barred and unbarred operators we define as che general transformation
brackets,

¿
NLNL

1 1 2 2

x (NL2N L LIR(u)IN L N L 0-.}. (19)
1 2 2 1 1 2 2/

The general transformation braeket is lOdependent of Al(ref. 1) and is zero
if N + N :# N + N • Oí panicular ¡nteres! foc physical applications is che

1 2 J 2
case oí an orthogonal matrlx,

- sin
u=

(

ens y, f3

sin if3

y, f3 )'

cos 1f3
(20)
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le has been considered by Gal7 and reduces to che standard bracket de ...
fined by Mosbinsky 1 on pulting f3 = 7T/2.

The unitary matrix u is an elemenc of the group U(2) in the direcr
producl U(3) x U(2). As lbe polynomials eq. (7) plovide a basis fOl an i!le-
ducible representadon of U(2), they eransform under che linear transformadon
eq. (l8) according to the well ...known representadons of this group whose
matrix elements we denote by

(21)

taking the degree in che first vector as the row index of the basis. Kaufman
and Noack

4
used the relation eq. (9) to rewriee the general transformation

bracket as

/NLNL LiR(u)IN L N L 1\
\'.1122 1122/

~

N] [N ]
1 2L L
1 2 ~

[h h ] I [N ] [N>1 2 1 2 •
QL L L

1 2

The general usefulness oE this expression depends on a knowledge of
che reduced Wigner coefficients oE U(3). As chese coefficiencs are not
available in closed fOlm, we sball employ eq. (22) onIy for rhe special cases
N = O and N = O. In these cases the second reduced Wigner coefficient2 . 1 .
00 lbe nghl-haod slde of eq. (22) becomes

(23a)

aod

(23b)

respectively with che consequence thac the first reduced Wigner coefficient
is of the special type obtained in eq. (15). For che representation matrix
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elemen,s 01 U(2) one easily detives

Kramer

= [ N,! J1 (u tI (u t,
_ _ 12 22
N !N !
1 ,

(24a)

(24b)

which leads after sorne changes of notation to (he expressions

N
P I (7)lu + TJ'u )
L M 11 21
I I

= 2:{N L N L
11 11 21 21

N
p' (TJlu + TJ'u )
L M 12 22, ,

N N}(u ) 11 (u ) 21
11 21

(25a)

= L{N L N L
12 12 22 22

(25b)

}.
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Now we may combine the expansions eqs. (25a) and (25b) and tecouple
che four angular momenta L L L L according to

11 12 21 22

where

L L L,,
%

= [(z"L,+ 1)(2L, t 1)(2L, + l)(2L, + 1)]
2 L L L

121 11

L, L L
21 22

(27)
is a standatd tecoupling coefficient nf the rntation group (Ref. 10 p. 101). The
coupled polynomials depending on the same vector on the right ..hand side of
eq. (26) may be simplified by use of eqs. (11) and (5). Coupling the left.
hand polynomials of eqs. (25a) and (25b) to the angular momentum L, carry.
ing out the expansion eq. (25), the recoupling eq. (26) and the simplifications
just mencioned, one derives for the general transformation bracket che final
result
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y,
[N!N!N!N!]

1 2 1 2

~ -1

~ [N!N!N!N!]
N N N N 11 12 21 22
11 12 21 22

N N N N
(u ) "(u ) 12(u ) 2l(u )"

11 12 21 22

:¿
L L L L
11 12 21 22

< - - I >}(LllL12) L¡ (L21L,,) L,L (LllL21) L1 (L12L,,) L,L •

(28)
The firsr suro is restricted by (he equalities N + N = N ,

- 11 12 1
N + N = N N + N = N and N + N = N .
21 22 2' 11 21 1 12 22 2

The reduced Wigner coefficients appearing in eq. (28) are real and
given by eq. (16). Equalion (28) gives lhe ttansfolmalion blackel as a poly-
nomial in (he matrix elements ust' Once [he coefficients oí (his polynomial
have been calculaled fOl a given choice of N r N r N L N L L, lhe

11221122
rransformation bracket is easily determined for aH values oí (hese matrix ele ..
ments.

4. GENERALlZATlON TO MORE PARTICLES

The result oí che tase section admits a generalizadon to more (han two
partic1es. Fíese oí aH (his requires (he choice oí a coupling scheme. Then
each polynomial factol may be expanded in analogy lO eq. (25) by means of
produces oí (he reduced W'igner coefficients eq. (15). For successive
coupling oí k particles, (his expansion is easily determi~ed as
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N N N N }(u ) l' (u ) 2' (U ) , ••••• (U ) ks
13 2$ 33 k3 (29)

with L L ... L. being the intermediate angular mornenta and
12,3 123,3

(30)

]n the next step one may couple successively the left.hand sides of
eq. (29) for s = l ... k, carry out the expansions and recouple in such a way
mat aH polynomials depending on the same vector are coupled. Again this
can be simplified by repealed application of eqs. (11) and (15) which inrro-
duces a product of reduced Wigner coefficients and square roots of factorials.
Clearly the final result of this general transformation is very similar to eq.
(28) as it contains a number of reduced Wignet coefficients of U(3) along
with a general recoupling coefficient of k2 angular momenta.
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RESUMEN

Se obtienen explícitamente ciertos coeficientes de Wigner reducidos
del grupo unitario U(3) y se usan para obtener en forma cerrada los parénte"
sis de transformación generales para estados de dos partículas en un oscila.
dar armónico. El resultado se puede generalizar para más de dos panículas.




